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Huge congratulations to the
Gymnastics squads for their
amazing achievements at the
Independent Association
of Prep Schools’
National Gymnastics
Championships.

Welcome
I have always loved the Autumn
term at Maltman’s and this year
has not disappointed. From the
moment the girls skipped into
school in September, to the season
of Nativities and Carol Concerts, it
has been an absolute joy to watch
the girls embrace every aspect of
school life.
From my office window, I see the
girls enjoying Woodland School,
and when out and about around
the school I take in the excitement,
enthusiasm and sense of purpose
which is characteristic of our girls.
Add into the mix, their singing,
acting, art work and much more
and I have a real sense of an
enjoyable and productive term.
I was yet again awed by the hard
work of the Friends of Maltman’s
Green, giving us a superb
Christmas Fayre. I had the privilege
to meet Santa with my nephew
and niece and they are still talking
about him!
Individual pupil achievements are
too many to list. However, I was
deeply impressed by the way in
which our Year 6 girls managed
to remain calm when faced with
a fault in the Buckinghamshire
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Transfer Test papers - a testament
to their ability to face unexpected
challenges with resilience.
I am thrilled that the FOMG have
agreed to help with my last facilities
project, a cutting edge digital media
space (see page 15). When I joined
the School in 2005 we had an IT
suite and a very basic network
- a far cry from the excellent IT
facilities we now enjoy. I am very
keen on IT when combined with
creativity. This suite will be a
wonderful way for me to continue
to make positive changes right up
to the end!
As we come to the end of term, I
wish you all a restful and relaxing
festive season and look forward to
welcoming the girls back in January
for the next term of life in our
amazing school.

Mrs Joanna Pardon
Headmistress

Gingerbread Maltman’s Green
A huge well done to Emilie in Year
6 for creating this exceptional
gingerbread house designed to be
Maltman’s Green - complete with Mrs
Pardon and her dog at the front door.
Emilie made this masterpiece entirely
of her own volition, having received no
brief or encouragement from school.
She presented her creation at the
Christmas Fayre and it took pride of
place in the front entrance hall for a
number of weeks after the event.

The attention to detail
was amazing, from the white
balustrades along the roof to the tower
with its spire, the double chimney and
the paned windows. There was even
the sundial on the centre lawn and
shrubs in the front driveway.
Well done to Emilie, and of course
to her parents who supported her
creation of the Maltman’s Gingerbread
House!

The girls scooped top medals
including individual Gold,
Silver and Bronze for the U9s,
individual gold for the U10s and
taking team gold to be crowed
National Champions in the U9 and
U10 categories! Simply incredible.
The girls competed against over
140 of the country’s top gymnasts
from over 15 of the best UK Prep
Schools. Read more about their
amazing success on page 24.

Under the Sea
Congratulations to Noemi in Year
6 for her incredible wall hanging
with an ‘Under the Sea’ design.
She worked extremely hard on
the piece, which highlights her
considerable sewing abilities,
Head of DT, Mrs Crossman, was
particularly impressed with her
experimentation with different
fabrics and stitches to produce the
varied textures of fish and foliage.
Noemi’s work has been executed
with skill and imagination. Well
done, Noemi!
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Ancient Greece
As part of their History homework,
Year 5 girls had to research Ancient
Greece and present their findings
in an interesting way. Cassie learnt
all about the Parthenon and created
an amazing model, while Reece
researched pottery, completing an
information pack and making her
own Greek style pot, documenting
the process as she went. Well done
girls!

Christmas at Maltman’s

Christmas at Maltman’s

Y2

Candlelit Carols
Each year girls in the Prep School
perform incredible candlelit carol
concerts. Up first this year were the
Lower Prep girls - those in Years 3
and 4. For the Year 3s this was their
first proper Maltman’s carol concert
but as always, they performed with
professionalism, poise and of course
heaps of talent. The girls sang in their
year groups and all together, offering
a mix of energetic and reflective songs
based on passages from the bible,
alongside readings. Next, we enjoyed
the Upper Prep concert, performed

Y1
by girls in Years 5 and 6. Again, the
girls sang as separate year groups as
well as all together, with readings and
performances from the chamber choir
and the Maltman’s Belles interspersed
throughout. We were also treated
to an opening piece by the flute
group. Such beautiful, harmonious
performances from the girls and not
forgetting the wonderful solo singers
who were brave enough to sing infront
of a very packed auditorium. Well done
to Miss Guy for all her hard work with
the girls.

EY

Nativities
This term we have been absolutely
spoilt with three wonderful nativities.
First up were the Year 2 girls who
put on a fabulous performance of The
Inn Crowd showcasing their acting,
singing and dancing skills with some
great jokes and well-remembered
choreography. Next, the Year 1 girls
performed Nativity Rock - a nearly
faultless show with some passionate
performance and a huge amount of
fun and enthusiasm. Finally, we were
treated to the Early Years nativity,
Little Blue Star - performed by girls in

EY
Nursery and Reception.
For the Nursery girls this was their
first proper performance, having only
performed songs to parents when they
were in Little Malties. They did such a
fantastic job at remembering their lines
and their songs and they looked simply
magical in their wonderful outfits.

Y2

Many thanks to our parents for helping
the girls learn their lines, songs and
actions. We hope you enjoyed the
performances.
Y1

Christmas Parties
On the penultimate day of term,
the girls enjoyed a special festive
lunch in the dining room with
their teachers and other staff. On
the menu was turkey with all the
trimmings alongside a vegetarian
option, and for pudding there was
red-velvet Christmas cupcakes and
lemon tart! There was a great festive
atmosphere and lots of excitement
all round. After this delicious meal,
girls in Pre-Prep enjoyed Christmas
parties in their form groups, while
Prep girls had their parties within
their Houses. The focus was on
having fun to ensure the girls had an
enjoyable end to a very busy, and a
very long, term.

A Christmas Visitor
Girls in Little Malties to Year 2
were lucky enough to receive a
very special Christmas visitor at the
end of term - Father Christmas. He
had flown down on his sleigh from
Lapland and parked his reindeers
in Black Park before popping in to
dish out some early Christmas gifts
to the girls. His visit caused a huge
amount of excitement and the girls
were talking about it long after
he had said his goodbyes. What a
special treat.
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LM Festive Songs
The Little Malties girls were super
excited to sing festive Christmas
songs to their mummies and
daddies just before we broke up
for Christmas. The girls did a super
job to stay focused, remember
the words and even some of the
actions. They have come so far this
term and show great courage and
independence.
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Christmas at Maltman’s

School Trips

The FOMG Christmas Fayre

St Paul’s Cathedral

On Saturday 16 November, the
Friends of Maltman’s Green hosted the
annual Christmas Fayre for pupils and
their families. There were a variety of
activities for children to enjoy including
the ever popular Santa’s grotto, the
animal petting zoo from Orio and
Friends, lucky dip, photo booth, knock
the elf off the shelf and more. Mrs
Pardon once again signed Christmas
baubles, which went down a storm, and
there was the Christmas Cake and the
Christmas Decoration competitions
for the girls.
For parents there was the bottle
tombola, plant stall, second-hand toy
stall to grab that Christmas bargain,

book sale and wonderful trade stalls
where guests could snap up unique
Christmas gifts. And let us not forget
the raffle, with incredible hamper
prizes. Visitors also got to enjoy
performances by the Maltman’s Belles
hand-bells group as well as the choir,
which was joined by some of our Year 6
leavers from July 2019.
20% of all funds raised go to the
charity Home Start, with the donations
made from the Fairtrade stall, plant
stall, toy stall and music performances
to the School’s charity for the
year - Edirisa UK. Many thanks for
supporting the Fayre!

Woolley Firs
As part of their Senses and Animals
including Humans topic, Year 1 togged
up to face the rain and set off to
Woolley Firs Environment Centre.
In their science classes at school,
they have been learning about animal
classification and how we use our
senses to explore the world around us.
To complement this, at Woolley Firs,
the girls learnt that lots of animals
have a ‘super sense’, like moles, that
have an amazing sense of touch to help
them get around in their dark world
underground; and badgers whose wet
nose helps give them a super sense
of smell. The girls enjoyed imagining
that they were different animals and

practised using
each of their
special senses. They
also used their sense of smell to make
smelly potions from the herb garden,
and their sense of touch to navigate a
‘mole assault course’ in the woodlands.
The girls got to see all sorts of amazing
creatures at Woolley Firs, including
some huge beetle larvae, which were
fascinating.
Despite the weather, the girls had a
brilliant day, with many describing their
trip as a whole day of Woodland School.
What a treat!

Silly Socks Day
The girls enjoyed silly socks day in order to
collect bottles for the bottle tombola at the
Christmas Fayre. For donating just one bottle,
girls could come into school wearing whatever
silly socks they liked, and we saw a wonderful
display of colours and patterns.
There were spotty socks, stripy socks, odd
socks, fluffy socks, sparkly socks, socks with
pom-poms, socks with tassels and even some
silly tights!
Many thanks to everyone who donated a bottle
for the tombola.
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On Thursday 21 November the
Year 2 girls had an inspirational
trip to St Paul’s Cathedral as
part of their topic Fire! Fire!
First stop of the day was the
crypt, where they found out
that the current building is the
fifth version to have been built.
They then enjoyed taking part
in a role play exercise to try to
put out the great fire in 1666.
Continuing their tour around the
cathedral they were fortunate to
be allowed into ‘the quire’ where
they marvelled at the stunning,
mosaic ceiling. Finally, it was time
to climb up the dome - a mere 528
steep steps. The perseverance
shown was incredible and it
was wonderful to hear the girls
encouraging and supporting each
other. Reaching the stone gallery
wasn’t enough for them though,
and they soon set out to conquer
the metal, spiral staircase to
reach the very top. Everyone
agreed that the view was worth
the climb.

School Trips

Academic Enrichment

The Year 6 Ski Trip
By the time this newsletter is
published, our Year 6 girls will be
slaloming down the slopes in the
Three Valleys ski resort in France.
This is the first time we have
offered a ski trip for many years
and the girls have been hugely
excited about going. For some, this
is their first time on skis, a great
opportunity to try this adrenaline
sport. For other girls, skiing may be
a regular family activity for them,
but this time, they get to enjoy it
with their friends.
They set off ridiculously early on
Saturday 7 December, bound for
Geneva. They are staying in an
amazing ski-in ski-out hotel to
maximise their skiing time. We are
sure the girls will come back with
exciting stories to tell.
Flights, transport, accommodation,
meals, equipment hire, lift passes,
ski instruction and more are all
included in this fabulous trip. All
abilities are catered for and ski
instructors will be teaching the
girls at beginner, intermediate and
advanced level.

“This year I loved the Book Fair
because they had lots of lovely books.
They have different books every year
and they always have books that I like.”
Gracie 4E

Book Fair
Longridge Activity Centre
At the beginning of the term, our
Year 5 girls had an amazing time by
the River Thames near Marlow at the
Longridge activity centre. The weather
was perfect, the setting gorgeous and
the activities super fun. The girls took
part in five different activities over the
two days, involving water orbs, dragon
boating, team challenges, climbing
and raft building. Often, the girls had
to work together as teams to solve
problems, complete tasks and even to
row a boat. They did Maltman’s Green
proud, pushing themselves outside of

their comfort zones to achieve selfset goals and it was magical to see the
sheer joy and excitement when they
succeeded. They showed resilience and
determination, two of our mindsets,
and were so supportive of each other.
There were smiling faces all round,
and although a little tired on Friday
morning, they all rallied to finish their
final tasks and activities. The trip came
to a close with a picnic in the sunshine
overlooking the river as the girls
reminisced on two fun-filled days.

During the week of 11-15 November
the girls enjoyed Book Fair - a fun,
pop-up event offered by Scholastic
with over 200 books available to
purchase for all abilities. Maltman’s
Green received commission for every
book purchased, helping to fill our
library with free books. All girls had
the opportunity to visit the Book Fair
during the week and we are sure they

went home excited by their new books,
looking forward to curling up and
delving into imaginary worlds!
We are delighted to announce that
this year, the total sales value was
£4472.89, giving us commission of
£2623.73 to spend on new books for
our libraries. Many thanks to everyone
for supporting the Book Fair.

At Maltman’s Green we celebrate
Friendship Week - a more positive
spin on Anti-Bullying Week. We are
so proud at the extra special effort
the girls made to be kind and friendly
to one another. Activities took place
right across the School, from Little
Malties making friendship bracelets
to Prep girls studying the science of
friendship. An exciting activity took
part in form 4E where the girls were
put into small groups and given the
challenge to find out seven things

Keep an eye on Facebook for
pictures of the ski trip when the
adventurers return!
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“I loved the Book Fair. It was very hard
to choose because there were lots to
choose from. I love books because they
allow you to discover new worlds and
go on adventures.”
Aariya 4E

Harvest Festival

Friendship Week

Parents of girls in Year 5 have
already received details of the
2020 ski trip and we hope that lots
of you sign up to take part in this
amazing trip.

“Every year I look forward to the Book
Fair. I got one book for me and one for
my brother. When I got home, I gave
it to him and read it to him straightaway.” Alicja 4E

they all had in common. Lots of
laughing, smiling and chatting later,
they had discovered new things
to bond over and lots of shared
interests they hadn’t known about
before. What a great way to get the
girls learning about each other.
We hope the girls had an enjoyable
week and of course, we will continue
to explore themes of kindness and
friendship throughout the school
year.
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Thank you to our generous parents
for their wonderful donations to
our Harvest Festival. Once again we
collected for the London and Slough
Run who were so impressed at how
much we had managed to collect.
Malcolm, from the charity, came
in to talk to the Prep girls about
the valued work of this amazing
charity and to offer his thanks for
the support of the Maltman’s Green
community. We know that your
donations will go straight to where
they are needed most. Thank you.

Academic Enrichment
Little Malties Roundup
During this first term, the girls have
been adjusting to life at Maltman’s
Green. They are now familiar with
their surroundings and show a good
understanding of daily routines.
During their first topic, Getting to Know
You and the World Around Us the girls
enjoyed sharing their interests and
developing bonds with their peers and
teachers. The Marvellous Me boxes
always go down really well and the girls
have enjoyed filling them, and then
sharing their special items, books and
photographs with others.
In their music lessons Mrs Penhale
has been teaching the girls a variety
of songs to complement the changing
seasons as well as their topic Colours
and Celebrations. The girls were
hugely excited about getting to sing
Christmas songs to their parents and
though there were a few nerves on
the day they all gave such a fabulous
performance. We are sure parents are
very proud.

Year 1 Roundup

Going to the Gym
is always a favourite
with the girls. They have
been learning different physical
skills with the help of Miss Clarke,
Director of Sport, and it has been
fantastic to watch their confidence
grow when climbing and balancing
on the equipment. Two thirds of the
class have started swimming lessons,
which have proven to be a big hit.
They have been working on building
water confidence and practising
kicking. Madame Barretto’s French
lessons are highly anticipated. The
girls adore Camembear, her teddy
bear puppet, and have quickly picked
up simple phrases, numbers 1-5 and
colours. Head of Art, Mrs Hattam,
has also been spending time with the
girls developing their creativity. They
have enjoyed leaf and potato printing,
clay modelling and more. Everyone
is looking forward to the exciting
activities and experiences that await in
the New Year.

Nursery Roundup
It has been an extremely busy first
term for the Nursery girls with those
coming from Little Malties making
smooth transitions, and our new girls
settling in exceptionally well.

Academic Enrichment

This term, the girls enjoyed their topic
of Food Glorious Food, which began
with a look at where our food comes
from. Great excitement was had in
September when the girls headed out
to the Maltman’s vegetable garden
where they dug up potatoes and
carrots. The girls enjoyed learning
about how different foods grow - some
below ground, some above, some
on trees, some on the vine. It was
interesting to follow the route that
our food takes from the first planting
in the fields, to it appearing on our
supermarket shelves and ultimately
ending up in our tummies! The girls
loved sharing thoughts on their

favourite meals and foods before
having the chance to make fruit kebabs.
The girls showed independence as
they prepared, sliced and arranged
their fruit kebabs themselves. The
second topic of the term was Senses
and Animals including Humans. To
support this, the girls visited Woolley
Firs (page 7) to learn about animals
with Super Senses. A favourite activity
this term was creating self-portraits in
the style of Picasso - an opportunity to
explore this fascinating artist. On the
maths front, practical maths activities
and hands on learning has really
helped he girls with their counting
and adding to 10. Of course, the girls
also had some wonderful Woodland
School sessions where they enjoyed
popcorn by the camp fire as well some
magical adventures in the woods.
Towards the end of term, the focus has
been on Nativities and the teachers
were so proud of the girls’
performances, we’re sure
parents were too.

Reception Roundup
unicorns, snakes and rabbits, making
silly faces and more.

This term has also seen the
introduction of phonic sounds and
the girls are progressing really well.
The first topic was Minibeasts and the
In maths, Number Zoo has been
girls have enjoyed bug hunts during
introduced. So far the girls have met
Outdoor Learning in our woodlands.
Greedy Zero, Penguin One, Ticklish
These sessions allow girls to develop
Two, Butterfly Three and Feathery
strength through physical play,
Four, and these are often repeated
practice their fine motor skills by
daily by many girls who recall the
creating woodland jewellery, listen and smallest of details.
learn about outdoor hazards and how
to assess risk. They even practice their Other topics of interest this term
numbers by searching for numbered,
have been Harvest celebrations, the
wooden blocks hidden amongst
WOW! Space Day (page 13), Diwali,
the bushes and trees. The girls also
Remembrance, Friendship Week,
took part in the School’s Bug Hotel
Children in Need, The Christmas
project and feel very proud to have
Fayre and the recent showcase of ‘The
contributed to the bug palace by ADA. Little Blue Star’ Nativity performance
The girls were excited to receive a visit (page 5), which we are sure parents
from PERFORM who delivered a fun- will agree was fantastic. We are very
packed morning all about magic. They proud of the Nursery girls. It was the
enjoyed casting spells, turning into
perfect end to a very busy first term!
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The first topic in Reception this year
was Once Upon a Time during which
the girls learnt about traditional
tales - namely The Gingerbread
Man and The Three Little Pigs. The
topic encompassed all areas of the
curriculum, allowing the girls to
understand story structure, learn
to identify the different traits of the
characters, test out their drama skills
through re-enactments, and so much
more. They enjoyed making houses
for the little pigs out of straw, sticks
and bricks and even got to make their
own clay, little piggies! They also got
to make gingerbread men biscuits we hope you got to try them.

who came to talk
about this exciting
festival. They then learnt
about Guy Fawkes and created
their own firework rocket using 2D
shapes. In maths, the girls have begun
to write and recognise numbers to 20
and up, and have been investigating
2D and 3D shapes. They loved going
on a shape walk around school and
their teachers were impressed at
their knowledge of more complex
shapes such as pentagons, octagons
and trapeziums. The girls have
also been studying time, and have
sequenced their school day as well as
made 3D clocks.

After half-term the girls started a new
topic - Dark Nights and Special Lights
- a celebration of special occasions
across all faiths and communities.
During their understanding of Diwali
the girls got to meet a parent speaker

Finally, the girls worked extremely
hard for their nativity show, and have
been exploring the Christmas story in
class. The visit from Father Christmas
was, without doubt, the perfect end
to a busy term.
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Year 2 Roundup
Having settled into the routines
of a new class, the Year 2 girls
dove straight into their Fighting
Fit topic with a senses workshop
and Science unit all about how to
keep our bodies healthy through
a balanced diet and exercise.
Creative talents came to the fore
when the girls produced fantastic
3D ‘balanced meals’ and painted
healthy fruits in the style of Paul
Cézanne. In History, the girls
have been studying Florence
Nightingale and were surprisingly
intrigued about life during the
Crimean War. They were
truly inspired by Florence’s
bravery and determination
and of course, everyone
wanted to play her in
the role-play exercise!
The topic culminated in a
smoothie making workshop
which went down a treat.
After half term, the topic of Fire!
Fire! was launched with the girls
writing descriptive poems about
Bonfire Night and producing
beautiful firework pictures. The
colours and effects were truly
stunning and the girls were very
proud of their work. In history, it
was all about The Great Fire of
London and the highlight trip to
St Paul’s Cathedral (page 7). Since
the trip, the girls have been busy
writing diary entries (pretending
to be Samuel Pepys) and creating
silhouette pictures of the burning
London skyline.
The final few weeks of term have
been full of Nativity fun! We
definitely have a year group of
superstars!

Academic Enrichment

Academic Enrichment

Woodland School Roundup
What a fun, busy term it has been out
in the Woodland School. Autumn is
often such a great time to be outdoors
- there are crunchy leaves, there’s
squishy mud, an abundance of fungi
to examine and it gets cold enough
to light the camp fire and enjoy some
hot drinks besides the flames. The
girls always love being outside. It’s
wonderful so see their energy and
enthusiasm as they explore our natural
areas - the muddier the better!
The Nursery girls have really been
growing in confidence as they learn
about the natural environment. This
term they have had fun in the mud
kitchen, gone on bug hunts for creepy
crawlies, threaded natural materials
to make woodland jewellery and have
been hunting for wooden number
blocks in the undergrowth.
Reception girls have been getting
braver and bolder. This term, they
were turned into mice to become
part of the Gruffalo story, enjoying
all the different areas we have to

explore. They have proven that they
understand how to stay safe when
outdoors, so were treated to a camp
fire and a delicious hot drink from the
Kelly kettle.
In Year 1 the girls have been using the
story of ‘Stick Man’ to broaden their
understanding of the natural world.
They made their own stick men before
joining in with the story trail. They look
forward to continuing with some Stick
Man activities next term. Meanwhile,
Year 2’s topic for the term has been
‘Fire! Fire!’ and so in Woodland School
they have been learning how to use
fire strikes to make tiny fires. They
have also been making bird feeders
to help the birds through the hard
Winter months. Finally, both the Year
1 and Year 2 sessions finished for
the term with Christmas songs and
some Woodland School treats
around the camp fire. What
a jam-packed, fantastic
term! We wonder what
fun they will get up to
next year...

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
We’ve all heard the saying “reduce,
reuse, recycle” and this term girls
in Year 4 got to put those three
ideas into practice in a very special
recycling workshop. The purpose
of the workshop was to get the girls
thinking about waste, about how it
can be reduced, what can be recycled
and what happens to the rest of it. The
workshop was led by Jez Elkin from
Greatmore Energy from Waste Facility
that burns all our non-recyclable
waste to create energy.
Jez spoke to the girls about reducing
the amount of waste that we produce
and how much more manufacturing
companies could be doing to reduce
the amount of packaging with their
products. In small groups, the girls
worked together to look at different

types of packaging, discussed
what was wrong with it and then
re-designed it in an attempt to use
less plastic. This really got the girls’
imaginations going and saw them
coming up with innovative solutions.
There was also time for a creative
activity where the girls ‘reused’
discarded materials including plastic,
fabric, bags, cardboard, balloons,
bubble wrap, tissue paper and corks
to design their own piece of “high
fashion”. They worked in groups,
showing collaboration and team work
and were excellent at helping each
other, showing empathy and respect.
A great Maltman’s Mindsets activity!
They all enjoyed showing their
creation to the whole year group. Such
a fun, educational workshop.
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Early Years Girls go Interstellar
What better way to stimulate the
curious minds of the young than an all
immersive, themed WOW! morning?
All of our Early Years girls came to
school dressed for their space odyssey.
It was as if astronauts, stars, rockets
and planets had fallen from the sky to
congregate for the start of their action
packed day.
The morning progressed with a series
of space-themed activities to get
the girls in a creative state of mind,
teaching them about planets, the solar
system, and improving their teamwork skills. ‘Star’ bracelet making
proved to be an extremely popular
activity and the threading certainly
developed the girls’ fine motor skills. A
creative collage to make four different

planets allowed the girls to use their
collaborative skills, whilst also learning
about sorting colours. Junk modelling
was the next activity and the girls were
keen to make choices about which box,
bottle or piece of paper they wanted
to use for their model. There were
also some sheets where the girls could
design their own alien or rocket ship
using their wonderful imaginations.
Sadly, the morning had to come to a
close, and it did so with a reading of the
popular story ‘Whatever Next’ where
the main character wants to go to the
moon.
It was certainly a WOW! morning for
all who were involved. We had a blast!

Reach for the Stars
Year 2 are reaching for the stars! In class they’ve been
thinking about striving to reach their goals, believing that
anything is possible if they try, and they will also be joining
the next NASA space mission to Mars! The mission is to help
prepare for future human exploration. NASA’s Mars Rover will
be launched into space as early as July 2020 and on it will be
a silicon chip with over 9 million names stencilled on using an
electron beam. The girls are delighted that the name ‘Year 2
MGS’ will soon be shooting off to Mars and they even have a
special boarding pass confirming their name on the rover. The
girls will be keeping an eye on the Rover’s construction over
the coming months, and off course will be watching its launch
next year.
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Academic Enrichment

Academic Enrichment

Creating the Solar System
French Fun for the Pre-Prep
The girls in Little Malties, Nursery,
Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 have
participated enthusiastically in their
French lessons this term. They have
been learning lots of new vocabulary
which they have put into practice
singing songs and playing games with
their friend Camembear, the French
teddy bear. Little Malties have been
practising the colours of the rainbow

and are becoming experts at counting
to 5 in French. Reception girls are
learning to confidently say their name
and how they are feeling. They have
been introduced to Camembear’s
family, le père, la mère, la soeur et le
frère. To support the Year 1 topic
Food Glorious Food the girls have
been looking at farm animals and the
highlight was listening to ‘Le Vilain

Petit Canard’ (The Ugly Duckling)
while acting out some of the parts in
French. Meanwhile, girls in Year 2
have been learning the names of fruit
and vegetable. They were introduced
to the story of ‘La Chenille qui fait des
Trous’ (The Hungry Caterpillar) and
the girls could identify key vocabulary
such as days of the week, numbers and
fruit. Such wonderful progress.

The Enormous
Crocodile
Year 4 girls had some inspiration
from Friendship Week for their
letters to the Enormous Crocodile,
the famous Roald Dahl villain. The
girls took on the role of one of the
other animals in the story and wrote
to the Enormous Crocodile to give
him some tips on how to make friends
and be a little nicer. Here are a few of
the girls’ suggestions to the cheeky
croc: “Always say ‘hello’ nicely, even if
you are grumpy. Share your things if
someone wants to and if anyone is hurt,
go and help them. Trust me, when you
get friends you’ll enjoy it so much.” Amber. “Friends are super important
and without them it is a big loss. Please
be much better behaved and we will all

The Year 5 girls have enjoyed learning
about Space this term, and in particular
understanding the different forces at
work in our solar system. Central to
this, has been looking at the Earth and
our Moon and how their movements
affect our daylight hours, monthly
cycles, annual cycles and of course
our seasons. In order to deepen their
understanding, they were asked to
create a model of our solar system as
a homework project. This allowed the

girls to marry their creativity with their
science knowledge, helping to cement
these scientific facts. The model needed
to show the different relative sizes
of the celestial bodies, their order in
relation to the Sun, and was to include
information on the planets atmospheric
composition. We were amazed at what
they produced. The level of detail,
accuracy and creativity is wonderful. A
huge well-done to the girls.

Digital Media Suite
We are always on the lookout
for opportunities for our girls to
experience exciting, new, digital
media technology. Before the end
of the academic year we will be
creating a Digital Media Suite - a
creative space with a variety of
innovative STEM resources.

end up a million times happier, and your
life will be so much better.” - Lily
“Everybody needs friends! They help
you when you are sad. If you don’t have
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friends you will be lonely. You have to
stop doing nasty things to other animals
like me and help your friends when they
need you.” - Stella

Our suite will include virtual
reality headsets, digital filming
capabilities with go-pro cameras,
audio recording and powerful
editing software for the girls to
produce creatively spliced videos.
A permanent green screen area
will be set up for creative recording
capabilities and imaginative
work. Our Digital Media Suite
will be a space for girls to use

BBC Micro:bits
modern technology creatively and
collaboratively, which will equip
them with the skills that they need
for a digital future.
This project is being support by the
Friends of Maltman’s Green but
anyone can contribute funds to help
us launch this initiative. Please visit
our website for more details. Go to:
https://www.maltmansgreen.com/
about/fundraising-development/
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Prep girls have had the opportunity
to test out our new BBC Micro:bits
- a pocket computer onto which the
girls have uploaded block code.
They also used the accelerometer
on the Micro:bit to play ‘Rock Paper
Scissors’. The accelerometer is
similar to what you have on a smart
phone to re-orientate the screen
when movement is detected. What a
fun gadget to aid their ICT learning.

Physical Education

Eco News

P.E. Roundup
The P.E. department welcomed some
new staff this term. Miss Elliott is
our new P.E. Teacher and Fixtures
Coordinator; Miss Huggett is our
P.E. Assistant, helping in lessons and
clubs; we have Miss Turner, our new
swimming coach; and Miss Coleman
our new gymnastics coach. Thank you
to all the girls and parents for making
them all feel so welcome.

We also had some themed lessons
for friendship week with girls doing
some friendship dances and partner
balances in gymnastics, developing
their trust in each other. We are very
excited to announce that we will be
introducing football to Years 3, 4 and
6 after Christmas. We hope this gives
the girls another skill set to accomplish
and enjoy.

In their P.E. lessons, the girls have had
an interesting term experiencing a
wide range of sports including dance,
gymnastics, netball, hockey, fitness,
cross-country, physical literacy and
swimming. Before the half term,
we had some Rugby World Cup
themed lessons. The girls enjoyed
watching some of the highlights from
the England quarter-final game and
then did some maths, geography
and art rugby themed worksheets.

This term we have introduced Water
Polo with the Year 6s. This competitive
sport involves two teams passing and
shooting the ball for a goal. It uses
a great deal of swim technique and
strength, challenging the girls to use
their swimming skills in a fun, game
environment. So far, it has gone down
really well with the girls and we look
forward to developing this next term.

Bug Hotels

An Eco Update
At the start of the term we welcomed
a new Eco Council. They have already
met twice to come up with new plans
and initiatives to ensure the School
retains its eco status; to improve and
protect our School environment; and
to make Maltman’s a healthy place
to be. So far they have shown great
enthusiasm and dedication. The girls
have continued with the Switch Off
Always campaign, launching it with

a special assembly to the rest of the
School and helping to spread the
message about conserving energy
at Maltman’s as well as at home. The
girls have also been passionate about
cleaning up litter. They are determined
to keep Maltman’s litter free and have
been out on school grounds picking
up as much as they can find. A big well
done to the girls for their amazing
enthusiasm.

Girls in Year 5 and 6 enjoyed a funfilled House Swimming Gala at the
beginning of December. This gave
all girls the opportunity to compete
and work together as a team strengthening their house bonds.
There were a number of different
races from regular front crawl and
other strokes to relay noodle, group
noodle, races with floats and much
more. Girls had to draw on the skills
and technique they have learnt
in their swimming lessons while
being able to have fun and enjoy the
competition.

The girls really supported each
other and it was great to see
them cheering each other on and
encouraging those in their houses.
Congratulations to Johnson house
who came first place with 57 points.
Second place went to Aylward,
with 54 points, third to Pankhurst
with 53 points; and fourth place
to Bronte with 52 points. A close
competition!
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House Cross
Country
Towards the end of term, the Prep
School girls took part in a House
Cross Country race around the
School grounds. Girls were split
into different races according to
year group and all the times totalled
to give the overall winning house.
The girls all showed great effort
and enthusiasm and lots of support
for their fellow house members.
Congratulations to Johnson for
being crowned 2019 champions.
Bronte came second, Aylward third
and Pankhurst fourth.

We’re so delighted to have these
beautiful havens for wildlife in the
school grounds and sure they will
be used and loved by bugs for many
years to come.

Eco Stalls at the
Christmas Fayre

Eco Posters Unveiled
House Swimming Gala

In the first half of the term we
were fortunate enough to benefit
from three new bug hotels as part
of a project in conjunction with
Willmott Dixon, contracting and
interior fit-out group, who supplied
the building materials and practical
expertise for the construction. All
Maltman’s girls got to take part in
adding their own collected, natural
materials to the hotels including
sheep wool, bark, twigs, straw,
leaves, acorns and slate - lots for
the bugs to explore.

For the past few terms the girls have
run a Switch Off Always campaign
which has seen them in the parents’ car
park at morning drop off and afternoon
collection, monitoring the numbers of
idling engines and encouraging parents to
switch off their engines while they wait.

A huge thank you to all the pupils
and staff who gave their time to
help on the Eco stall and the Fairtrade stall at the Christmas Fayre.
The eco stall made £67 selling
hyacinths that the Gardening Club
had planted, selling Christmas
decorations, and from running their
‘guess the number of fairy lights’
competition. The Fair-trade stall
sold a variety of goods and took an
amazing £284.76.

Towards the end of the last term they
conducted a poster competition where
girls had to design a ‘switch off your
engines’ poster. The two winning designs
have been made into permanent signs and
have been installed in the car park.
Well done to all the Eco council girls
and to Lucille and Lily for their amazing
designs.

Thank you to everyone who
supported the girls.
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Creative Arts

Creative Arts

Kandinsky Circles
Soft watercolour pencils combine the control of a pencil with the subtle beauty of
the watercolour medium. They are easy to use and you can mix them with water to
create interesting colour flows. Above are some of the Year 3 girls’ first attempts
at using this interesting medium.

Art Roundup
Ceramics is an integral part of the
Art curriculum at Maltman’s Green.
Girls are encouraged to use clay to
express their individual creativity and
develop their own personal approach
to all aspects of their work. This term
all girls in Year 3-6 created stunning
Snowmen to adorn homes during the
festive season (page 21). Girls have also
enjoyed experimenting with coloured
inks which produce the vibrant colours
as seen on the holly berry illustrations
(opposite page). Simple lines and
an infusion of intense colour help
illuminate these beautiful pieces. Not
forgetting oil pastels, which Year 6
have used to create stunning musical

themed pictures
(right). Across the
Prep School girls have
collaborated on huge, composite trees
- made up of a number of individual
pieces showcasing various mark
making techniques to create beautiful
patterns. The below pictures show
some of the girls’ individual work. A
final mention goes to Year 3 who have
been inspired by the 1912 oil painting
‘The Goldfish’ by French artist Henri
Matisse to create their own versions
of this famous painting (above) using a
mixture of media and combining lots of
patterns and colours.

Super Silk-Painters
The Year 6 Art prefects have been
silk painting this term and here are
a few exquisite examples of some
of our most talented artists. The
penguin comes from Genevieve G
and the fruit plate is by Honor T.
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Christmas Cards
Out of all of the girls’ wonderful
Christmas designs this year, Mrs
Pardon has chosen her favourite
to be made into her Christmas
Greeting card for the season. She
chose the gorgeous design above
by Sofia in Year 4 of a mummy and
baby polar bear. Well done to Sofia
on such an imaginative and skilful
design.
We also take part in a competition
run by local accountancy firm,
Nunn Hayward LLP, who choose a
winner and runner up from all the
local schools. We are delighted to
share that Hollie in Year 3 came
first, winning a canvas print of
her design, a set of Christmas
cards, a certificate, book voucher
and a Lindt chocolate Christmas
bear. The Runners Up were Rhea
in Year 5 and Maya in Reception
who received a certificate, book
voucher and a Lindt chocolate
Christmas bear. Well done to all
the girls for their creative designs.

Creative Arts

Creative Arts
Christmas Art
Throughout October and November
the girls get busy creating beautiful
Christmas designs to either enter into
competitions (like that run by local
accountancy firm Nunn Hayward LLP
- see page 19), or to make into a whole
range of products for their parents to
purchase - from Christmas cards to
mugs, tea towels and more. The girls
always create such wonderful designs
and put in so much effort - they are all
winners in our eyes. Here is a selection
of some of the beautiful Christmas
works of Art we have seen this term.

CDT Roundup
This term girls have been focussing on
textiles. Year 3 made a fruit shaped
pin-cushion, helping to teach them
basic sewing skills and stitches. They
also got to enjoy turning their hand to
embroidery to decorate fabric leaves.
In Year 4 the girls have been making
colourful, fleece winter hats, sized to fit
themselves and upon which they sewed
embellishments such as pompoms,
beads and sequins.
Building on their existing skills, girls
in Year 5 have made some fabulous
bags, developing their knowledge of

hems and seams. They also learnt new
embroidery stitches and embellishment
skills (such as ribbon roses and flowers),
how to make pockets and attach a
fastening and/or strap. In Year 6 the
girls have made wall hangings on the
theme of Under the Sea. They learnt
how to iron, use the sewing machine to
hem their fabric and be experimental
with the fabrics and other materials
available to them in the workshop. All
girls have worked imaginatively and
enthusiastically and we hope that they
continue to use the skills that they have
learnt when outside of school.

Recycled Cactus
Girls in Year 6 have made amazing
cactus using recycled fabrics and
decorative materials. “Planting”
them in a plant pot added to the
authenticity and the girls really enjoyed using stitching, appliqué and
buttons, for example, to decorate
and personalise their cactus.
At home, these can be used a pin
cushions, or why not give them as
a gift?
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Performing Arts

Performing Arts

Drama Roundup
It’s been a packed term for Drama right
across the school. In the Pre-Prep all
girls have been busy learning lines,
dance moves and stage directions for
their nativities and did an amazing
job. There are definitely a few future
performers in the making.

girls take the responsibility to learn a
short monologue and some even took
the opportunity to write their own. The
girls are already getting excited about
their play next year and look forward
to getting stuck into rehearsals in the
Spring term.

In the Prep School, girls in Year 3 have
enjoyed a fabulous term of script work.
In small groups, they picked a number
which corresponded to a particular
role in Hansel and Gretel. They then
read the first half of the script and
rehearsed it with movement and
actions. After watching each group,
the girls were then assigned a new
character to rehearse and perform the
second half of the story. They worked
incredibly hard to perfect their actions
and learnt to effectively use a script.
Their performances were filmed so
that the girls could assess their work
back in the classroom.

In Year 5 the girls have been
working on longer monologues
and improvisation. They learnt and
performed a monologue, which was
filmed and then watched back. In
improvisation, they have enjoyed
making up a 3-part story in small
groups and learning how improvisation
can help develop their acting skills.

Year 4 have been working on
characterisation, which culminated
in a ‘mini audition’ for the Year 4
production. It as a delight to watch the

Pre-Prep Music

Prep Music Roundup

Year 6 have focused on speaking
skills, firstly, writing and delivering a
speech of their own choice, followed by
delivering a news report linked to their
English book ‘Great Expectations’. We
definitely have a few budding reporters
in the year group.

This term girls in Year 3 have been
learning about the way instruments
produce different sounds through an
exploration of percussion. They played
short melodic phrases and rhythmic
accompaniments to songs.

A delightful term all round and some
exceptional work from the girls.

Meanwhile, girls in Year 4 have
been studying the recorder, learning
additional notes, playing solos to the
class and aiming to complete the first
Recorder Magic Book. Well done to 4E
who completed the book first!
After analysing and discussing musical
soundtracks for various animations,
girls in Year 5 enjoyed having a go at
composing their own soundtrack for
a silent animation called Spacedust,
ensuring they followed the hit points
and that their sound effects matched
the timings of the action in the
animation. They have also just started

Witches & Wizards
Girls from Nursery to Year 2
enjoyed a workshop run by
PERFORM all about MAGIC. The
girls enjoyed casting spells, turning
into unicorns, snakes and rabbits,
making silly faces and laughing at
a dragon! It was so much fun, that
even the quietest performers really
came to life.

Year 6 Visit Seniors’ Home
Towards Christmas, some of the Year
6 girls visited Mulberry Court Care
Home and attended the Gold Hill
Baptist Church Seniors’ Day to sing
a variety of modern and traditional
Christmas Carols.
The girls did a wonderful job to
bring some Christmas cheer and
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festive spirit and their singing was
well received by all in attendance.
What a surprise at the Seniors’
Day when they were all given a
handmade card and a Christmas
pencil as a show of appreciation
for their singing. A very kind and
touching gesture.

African drumming using the djembes
and making a lot of noise!
In Year 6, girls have been exploring
traditional Indonesian percussion
music, known as gamelan. Using
xylophones and glockenspiels they
learnt to play a traditional gamelan
piece called Bendrong (very repetitive
hypnotic music telling the story of a
magical crab trapped in a swamp). They
then composed their own melodies
before combining them within small
groups to create effective gamelan
inspired pieces.
We’ve also had ABRSM music exams
for girls who are just starting out on
their musical journey as well as more
seasoned musicians taking their Grade
3. Congratulations to all their girls for
their achievements.

Chamber Choir Church Performance
After a busy week of rehearsing and
performing their Candlelit Carols,
some of the Chamber Choir girls
performed at another Christmas
concert. This was held at St Michael’s
& All Angels Church in Beaconsfield
to raise funds for the Ugandan
charity, Third Hope.

They sang So Many Stars and This
Christmas Time from their Candlelit
Carols repertoire, joining a variety
of other performers, one of whom is
a former pupil of Maltman’s Green
now studying Music at university.
The girls performed beautifully and
really did Maltman’s proud.
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This term has been very busy in the
music department. Almost as soon
as the girls came back to school in
September Mrs Penhale started
talking about what songs they were
going to learn for Harvest Festivals.
The Year 1 and 2 girls were very
excited that they would be joining
the whole school Harvest Assembly
and singing with all the “big girls”,
and the Nursery and Reception
girls were excited because they
would be singing to their mummies
and daddies.
Once they had performed their
Harvest pieces, it was straight on
to preparing for the Christmas
Nativities. A huge well done to all
the girls for working so hard to
learn their song words, actions and
speaking parts.

Extra-Curricular

Extra-Curricular

Clay Club

IAPS Gymnastics Medal Haul
Once again the Maltman’s Green Gym
Squad girls wowed at the Independent
Association of Prep Schools (IAPS)
National Gymnastics Championships
at Kent College on Saturday 23
November, scooping a glut of medals
including individual Gold, Silver and
Bronze for the U9s, individual gold for
the U10s and taking team gold to be
crowed National Champions in the U9
and U10 categories! Simply incredible.
They competed against over 140 of
the country’s top gymnasts from over
15 of the best UK Prep Schools. The
Maltman’s girls consistently achieved
medal position, scooping 5 Gold medals
between them, and in the U9 category
taking Gold, Silver and Bronze to
dominate the podium.

Medals won:
GOLD U9 Team Champions
GOLD U10 Team Champions
GOLD U9 Georgia E
GOLD U10 Annabel K
GOLD U9 Group Sequence
SILVER U9 Layla J
SILVER U11 Group Sequence
BRONZE U9 Amber P
BRONZE U10 Group Sequence
On top of those excellent results,
Jessica D took 5th place and Georgia E
was awarded the title of ‘Most Artistic
Floor Performance’, both in the U9
category. Huge congratulations to all of
the girls!

Girls in Clay Club have
been getting creative
with clay this term.
They made some
beautiful autumnal
leaf prints, bringing
them to life with
colourful glazes.
These would make
the perfect pot stand or
centrepiece place mat. Some of
the girls made theirs slightly curved
- the perfect trinket dish. Girls
then had fun making interesting,
colourful and quirky clay fish, which
not only look incredible but can be
used to store jewellery or trinkets
and would make an excellent,
unique gift. Things got a little
spooky around Halloween when
the girls make ghostly lanterns.
They practiced their rolling skills
to enable the clay to be translucent
in appearance and the battery
operated night lights that sit
underneath give them a realistic
glow!

Extra-Curricular Sport Roundup
It’s been a busy term with tennis,
netball, gymnastics and swimming
training and fixtures, as well as
football training. Sadly the weather
was against us earlier in the term,
as many of our tennis fixtures
were rained off. We were a little
luckier with our netball plans and
enjoyed, among others, a fabulous
tournament at Berkhamsted School
where the A Squad made it to the
final, to come second with 2 goals to
Berhamsted’s 3. In swimming, we’ve

hosted the Div 10 galas (see opposite
page) and girls in Year 3-6 enjoyed
a swimming gala with Dair House
where the emphasis was on having
fun. There was no official scoring,
but nevertheless, the Maltman’s girls
certainly showed their prowess in
the pool. On the gymnastics front,
the girls did exceptionally well at
the IAPS Nationals (above) and the
U9s competed in the ISGA 2-piece
taking team gold and individual gold,
silver, bronze and fourth place for
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Layla, Georgia, Amber and Jessica
respectively. Fantastic Result. The
gymnasts also attended an invitational
gym competition at Tormead School
where the U9, U10 and U11 girls
took a mass of medals home with
them including gold, silver and bronze
for the U9s, U9 team silver for the A
Squad and bronze for the B Squad,
gold for Annabel in the U10s, U10 and
U11 team silver for the A Squad and
bronze for the B Squad. Well done to
all our sport superstars this term.

Wrap Around Care

Learning Mandarin
Girls from Reception and up can
choose to take Mandarin classes at
Maltman’s. Private tuition is available
as well as the lunchtime Mandarin club.
In the photo above, girls in the club are
learning the words for various family
members. They have learnt mum,
dad, elder brother/sister and younger
brother/sister. In this activity they are
putting the right pictures on the family
chart. In their individual lessons, the
younger girls have been recognising

and pronouncing the
characters on Chinese flash cards,
while the older girls learn how to write
Chinese numbers and use flash cards
to create sentences.
Mandarin is the world’s most spoken
language with 1.1 billion speakers
worldwide. There is no doubt that
knowing how to speak Mandarin will
be of huge advantage to these girls’ in
the future.

Due to the popularity of mixed
year group interaction at
Breakfast Club, some of our
Year 6 girls have become
official Breakfast Buddies.
They especially look out for the
younger girls and make sure they
are happy. Lots of new friendships
have formed as a result.
In After School Club, sewing has
been a big theme this term. The
girls have enjoyed making Pudseys
in time for Children in Need Day
and French Knitting, which is
always a favourite. The current
project is a crafting activity making
owls to sit on the winter tree.
Please come and have a look at the
display in the Dining Room.

Division 10 League
Swimming Galas
Early October saw the first round of
the Division 10 League Swimming
Galas for 2019-20. We played
host to five teams of boys and
girls in Years 4-6 from Gayhurst,
Heatherton House, Davenies, St.
Martin’s Boys and High March.
The competition was comprised
of children with a wide range of
abilities, giving everyone the chance
to take part. The Maltman’s girls
gave a solid performance and were
most impressive in the Medley
and Freestyle relays where we
dominated all year groups.

Netball Champion
For the following round, later in
the term, we hosted Berkhamsted,
Chesham Prep and Gayhurst.
Maltman’s girls really held their
own, especially in the relays. Year
4 appeared to be the dominant
team, whilst Year 5 & 6 recorded
some strong performances in both
individual and relay races. Well done
to all the girls.
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Year 6 Netball Squad were
extremely lucky to have a special
training session with Bianca
Modeste - former International
Netball player and Superleague
Champion with Team Bath. The
session was on driving for the ball
and being more efficient on court.
The girls worked so hard and it
was clear to see an improvement
in their attacking movement by the
end of the session.

School Life

School Life

New Play Area for
Little Malties
A Trip to Spain
This term, along with the usual
incredible choice of food on offer
in the dining room, we were
whisked off to Spain for a special
themed day.
There was seafood paella, patatas
bravas, Alicante style smoked
chicken, creme Catalana and
more. Themed days are a great
way of getting the girls trying new
flavours and being a little bolder
and braver with their food choices.
We’re sure we’ve got a few more
paella lovers out there now!

Alumni Speed Careers Night
This term we held our inaugural
Maltman’s Old Girls (MOGs) Speed
Careers Night for our current Year 6
and old girls under the age of 21. The
girls met a whole range of professional
women who had kindly given up their
time to inspire these young minds. It
was a hugely successful event and we
are sure we’ll be running it again. Follow
@MGSmogs on Facebook to keep up
to date with all the alumni news and
events.

Mrs Lyons, from the IHG Hotels
group said “It was a real pleasure to
be part of the MOGs career evening. A
wonderful idea and a real testament to
how progressive, innovative and caring
the school is. Fantastic to meet so many
mature and level-headed Maltman’s girls
who are keen to explore how their future
can be shaped and keen to learn about
professions and lifestyles available out
there. Great job, Maltman’s Green – we
look forward to more evenings like this.”

Remembering Howard Mann
Mr Howard Mann, OBE, FCIM, was
on our board of governors from 2010
until his death in 2018, and was Chair
of Governors for the last two. To
commemorate Howard’s contribution
to Maltman’s Green, the governors
have purchased a beautiful circular
bench for the Prep School playground,
there to be enjoyed by girls for years to
come. The bench was officially unveiled
by Mrs Mann to all the girls in the Prep
School and their teachers. Howard had
enjoyed a hugely successful career in
the global food industry, culminating
in his being appointed CEO of McCain

Foods, and he
held numerous
directorships in household name
organisations. His work at the School
reflected his dedication throughout
his career and he will be greatly
missed for this as much as he will be
for his energy and sense of fun. Mrs
Pardon’s final words were, “If you ever
think about who Howard Mann was,
remember that he was a man who loved
life, believed in perseverance and respect,
and most importantly that he truly loved
this school.”

Remembrance Services

Playground Friends
During friendship week we relaunched our Playground Friends
initiative. Girls were voted for by the
peers to share the role of playground
friends, responsible for ensuring that
ALL girls are included in play, are
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happy and have fun. The playground
friends are known to the rest of the
girls and are on hand if someone
needs a friendly ear. This is a great
way of encouraging friendships
across the years.

Remembrance is an important time
for us at Maltman’s Green, just as it
is for people right across the country.
It all started the week commencing
Monday 4 November when our Year 6
girls sold poppies to pupils and staff at
break and lunch times on behalf of the
Royal British Legion. On Sunday 10
November, headmistress Mrs Pardon
was joined by a small group of girls to
lay a wreath on behalf of the School at
the Gerrards Cross memorial. Then,
on Monday 11 November – armistice
day – we remembered the fallen with
a special remembrance assembly led
by Major General Inshaw, President
of the Gerrards Cross Royal British
Legion.

Major General Inshaw led a touching,
poignant assembly that really brought
remembrance to life for the girls. Not
only did he talk about the Great War
and WW2 but also of all the wars
since. There were definitely a few
teary eyes around the room when
his assembly came to a close. We
also enjoyed readings by girls in Year
6 who beautifully delivered poems
including ‘In Flanders Fields’ by John
McCrae. At the end of the assembly,
representatives from each form came
to the front to the lay their poppy
wreath, designed and created as a
collaborative project by the whole
form. Huge thanks to Major General
Inshaw for his powerful assembly.
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At the beginning of the term we
opened a brand new outdoors
space for our Little Malties
day-care girls. Girls still have
their courtyard play area, but
now have access to this incredible
space with three distinct areas
– grass, playbark and gravel.
This gives the girls experience of
different environments and lots of
natural opportunities for play. Plus,
the Little Malties play area opens
directly onto our beautiful gardens
for easy access.

Charitable Giving

Outside of School
National Water-Ski Champion
Congratulations to Isabel in Year 4
for her amazing achievement over the
summer holidays. Isabel participated
in the British National Youth Water-ski
Championships in Lincolnshire and won
the Girls’ Under 10 Slalom Water-ski
Category, whilst still only 7 years old!
A huge well done goes to Isabel. She
certainly demonstrated some of the
Maltman’s Mindsets, most notably
perseverance and independence. We
look forward to finding out what the
future holds for this young, talented
water-skier. Left you can see a photo
of Isabel alongside
her brother, who
also won a
medal at the
competition.

Children in Need

Edirisa UK: School Charity for the Year
We are delighted that our charity
for the year is Edirisa UK - a charity
working in South West Uganda
to deliver life-changing health,
education and social projects. Girls
right across the school have enjoyed
a special assembly given by Mrs
Sheila Windridge, founder of Edirisa
UK, who told the girls all about the
charity’s amazing work out in Uganda
where they have built nursery schools,
renovated and support primary

schools, support special needs
education and so much more. The girls
were surprised to see the way the
children travel to school via canoe and
to hear that they don’t have electricity
or running water. Find out more about
Edirisa UK by visiting their website:
www.edirisa.org.uk
The girls are looking forward to being
able to raise funds for Edirisa UK over
the coming year.

Staff Sleep-out

School Aid Books

Well done to Mrs Luckett, Mrs
Barrett, Ms Clifford and Mrs
Woodward for completing their
sleep out in aid of The London
& Slough Run. The ladies spent
the whole night of Saturday 23
November sleeping outside in a
cardboard box to raise awareness
and money for the homeless. They
raised £1327, which will support
the charity’s Winter Night Shelter.
Thank you to everyone who
supported them.

Early in the School term School
Aid came by to collect hundreds
of books, both fiction and nonfiction, that had been donated
by our generous families right
from Reception through to Year
6. School Aid supplies books and
educational resources to underresourced communities across
Africa to help stock libraries, run
literacy programmes and hold
after-school clubs. Thank you to
those of you who donated.
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On 15 November we celebrated
Children in Need, where girls
were allowed to come into school
dressed in spots or yellow (or
both!) in exchange for a donation.
We are delighted to announce
that we raised a total of £588.00,
which will go towards supporting
vulnerable children and young
people all over the UK.
Thank you so much to all of our
generous parents for always
supporting our charity fundraising
endeavours.

A Netball Master-class
During the half-term holiday
Genevieve in Year 6 took part in a
netball master-class with Serene
Guthrie, England Captain, and
netball legend Tracey Neville, former

England player
and coach. What an
amazing opportunity to learn from
two of Netball’s greatest stars.

Swim Down
Dementia

A Win for Tess

A Win for Emma

Our staff and governor swim
group took part in a sponsored
swim for Alzheimer Research
UK. All those who took part
challenged themselves to break
their swimming record and
managed to raise over £1000 from
a target of £300. Such an amazing
achievement to help this very
worthwhile cause. Many thanks to
everyone who sponsored.

Tess in Year 5 entered the Suffolk
Wildlife Trust’s photography
competition with her beautiful
photo ‘Sedge Warbler at Hen
Reedbeds’. She was awarded First
Prize in her age group and her
photo was then entered into the
public vote with a chance to win
the top overall prize. Thanks to
everyone who voted for Tess’s
photo.

Congratulations to Emma in Year
4 who not only won the local
Rotary Club young photographers
competition earlier in the year
but also came first in the district
competition - a double win for her
flower photo! A huge well done to
Emma. She was presented with her
certificate and a book voucher by
Rotary representatives in assembly
earlier in the term.
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Bakeoff
Last term Alexandra (then in Year
5) won a local competition to
design the best cake decoration.
The competition was held
by Buckingham House care
home as part of their Bake Off
day, raising money for Rennie
Grove Hospice Care. Many other
local schools took part, with
Year 5 students coming up with
their own unique designs for
cake decorating. Prizes were
awarded by Mary Berry and we
are delighted to announce that
first prize went to our Alexandra.
She won a book voucher and an
engraved wooden baking spoon. A
huge well done to Alexandra.

Blue Peter Badge
Well done to Lydia in Year 4 for
earning a special Blue Peter Music
badge designed by Ed Sheeran for
writing in to explain how much she
loves playing the Saxophone.

Commendations

Commendations

Malty’s Favourites

Milly’s Awards

These are awarded to girls from Years 1 to 6 for outstanding pieces
of work.

Emily (4E): For being a super fundraiser for the Teddy Bear Trust.

Well done to the following girls from Nursery and Reception for
receiving a Milly’s award for their work and attitude in School.

Nursery
Anaya: For your fantastic Nativity singing.
Cayla: For settling in to Nursery so happily.
Sunsaar: For your fantastic Nativity singing - we missed you at the
performance!
Swaraa: For settling in to Nursery so well.

Lily (4S): For your amazing panda poster.
Louisa (4S): For your amazing tiger poster.
Lydia (4S): For your amazing senses poster.
Reece (5C): For your amazing guide to looking after hamsters.
Layla (5H): For your amazing independent work.
Mia (5W): For being a super fundraiser for the Acts of Hope charity.
Hediyeh (6A): For your wonderful Coat of Arms.
Ciara (6A): For your wonderful peg dolls.

Reception RS
Aniya: For doing so well with your cursive writing.
Maya: For your wonderful approach to learning at school.
Poppy: For settling in to school so happily.
Valentina: For your wonderful creativity in the classroom.

Noemi-Alexandra (6E): For your wonderful book and illustrations.
Emilie (6R): For your truly amazing gingerbread model of the School.

Reception RW
Alicia: For being kind to your friends.
Emilia: For trying your hardest in everything you do.
Liana: For a brilliant performance as The Little Blue Star.
Neev: For your enthusiasm for learning.

House Captains
Many thanks to the following girls for being excellent House Captains and Vice Captains this term:

Aylward

Johnson

Captain: Simran S

Captain: Ava C

Vice: Alexandra C

Vice: Maya J

Bronte

Pankhurst

Captain:Corina B

Captain: Kate M

Vice: Caterina G

Vice: Misha P
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Wishing all our families a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
See you in 2020!
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Season’s
Greetings!

Excellence with a sense of fun
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